


 They are the preferred product on frame racks, alignment machines 
and in all types of repair shops. Every RakJak is super fast and virtually 
maintenance free.
 These quality made products are manufactured to strict tolerances 
in our state-of-the-art, Danbury, Connecticut, manufacturing facility*.  All 
machining, plasma cutting and metal forming are produced by computer-
controlled machines, to ensure accuracy.  Each jack is then meticulously hand 
assembled, tested and packaged with American-made pride.  

 Whether you’re using a RakJak on your frame or alignment 
machine, or on the floor, you can expect years of trouble-free use. In 
many cases, we overbuild our jacks to accomplish just that. We offer 
a two-year warranty and stand behind every product we make. 

       TBT2L

TBT2 
10” Dia. 
2 Ton

     

 RakJak is one of the most useful 
tools in the body shop.  It’s compact, 
powerful and very fast to use. RakJak is 
simply the easiest and fastest way to 
install pinch weld clamps on the frame
machine. 

 In the tire and repair shops RakJak’s proven reliability and durability have shown thousands of technicians a 
fast, cost effective means of lifting vehicles on a repetitive basis.  Emergency repair highway companies have also 
benefited from RakJak.  The highly maneuverable, compact design saves time and is easier to move than a floor jack.  
The large flat base is steady and resists digging in soft pavement.

 Tire changing and service work is easier 
than ever with the RakJak extended handle 
models. RakJak rolls easily to the vehicle to be 
lifted. Just connect an air line and the feather 
control valve provides smooth, rapid 
lifting. The handle can be adjusted in 
two upright positions for storage and 
transport. With the handle fully
lowered, you can effortlessly 
position the RakJak under 
the car.

              TBT3L 
    Heavy Duty 12” Dia.
            3 Ton
    
    



 When selecting the appropriate model RakJak for your use, consider 
these suggestions:  The most popular Model is the DBT2. Its 5 ¾ inch collapsed 
height will fit under most cars and the 8 inch stroke will provide a 13 ¾ inch 
total lifting height that will lift most wheels off the ground.  The lifting power 
of DBT2 and DBT2L is two tons.  And for all around shop use, the DBT2 is more 
than adequate.  However, if you are working on a lot of SUVs, the TBT2 is prob-
ably more suitable.  The advantage of the TBT2 is the overall lifting height of 
18 inches.  The collapsed height of the TBT2 is higher than the DBT2 at 6 7/8 of 
an inch.  Therefore, it may not be suitable for a shop that works primarily on 
small cars where the jack points are much lower.  Choose the RakJak that fits 
your needs and enjoy years of trouble free use.

 If your work is always performed on the floor, then the DBT2L or the TBT2L is really 
more desirable.  Both models offer wheels for transport, a three-foot handle – much like 
a floor jack – that will adjust in a variety of positions and a control valve at the end of the 
handle.  Remember the DBT2L and the TBT2L have the same collapsed height and extended 
heights as the DBT2 and the TBT2. 

The pivoting and self-aligning jack pad*            
        is really handy for side lifting. The set
             includes three jack pads.  

   A pad that is less than   
                   an inch in height is permanently           
      installed first and will reduce the 
overall collapsed height to 4 7/8 inch on the 
DBT2. The modified standard size DBT2 jack 
pad nests around the permanently installed 
pad. The self-aligning pad nests in the same 
manner. These pads are interchangeable 
in seconds without tools to save time and 
offer the flexibility of a variety of jack pad 
heights and styles.

    The pivoting and self-aligning  
 jack pad distributes the load evenly from 
end to end on its 12-inch wide platform. The pivoting action will adjust as the 
vehicle is being lifted. This pivoting action continuously distributes the load. Its 
large rubber pad protects the lifting surface and helps stabilize the load.  

 

 Please note that the pivoting jack pad is for side lifting only under the rocker panel or pinch weld and the place to be 

lifted under the car must stay in continuous contact with the full 12 inches of the pad.  Adequate testing must be performed to 

insure a secure position and that no vehicle damage will occur. This jack pad should never be used on cross members, suspension 

parts, frame rails or any part under the car other than the rocker panel or 

pinch weld.            * Patent Pending

DBT2L
10” Dia.
2 Ton

DBT2 (on cover)



ZENDEX LIMITED WARRANTY 
RakJak’s limited warranty is for a full two years from date of purchase covering factory defects in material and workmanship.

 Convenient wall mount brackets keep your 
RakJaks accessible and off the floor.  Organize your 
shop with these handy wall mount brackets.  Lags 
and shields for masonry mounting included.  

 Specifications Subject to Change Without Notice

4 Larson Drive, Danbury, CT 06810 USA
1-800-446-5257   •   203-778-0400   •   Fax: 203-778-0036 
zendex@zendextool.com   •   www.zendextool.com

“We use your DBT2 RakJak to do emer-
gency road service here around the 
capitol and they have been the greatest 
investment we have ever made. Since 
we started using your jack, instead 
of floor jacks, our damage claims are 
almost nonexistent.”

 
  - Scott West
    West’s Road Service
    Delmar, N.Y.

Model DBT2 and DBT2L
Capacity 2 tons Air Pressure 105 PSI
Relaxed Ht.  5.75” Wt: DBT2 34 lbs.
Full Extension 13.75” Wt: DBT2L 39 lbs.

Model TBT2 and TBT2L
Capacity 2 tons Air Pressure 105 PSI
Relaxed Ht.  6.812” Wt: TBT2 47 lbs.
Full Extension 18” Wt: TBT2L 52 lbs.

Model TBT3L
Capacity 3 tons Air Pressure 105 PSI
Relaxed Ht.  6.812” Wt: TBT3L 61 lbs.
Full Extension 18” 

Long handle 
retro kit

Air Spring… the convoluted air springs have actually 
been used for many years as shock and vibration damp-
ers on trucks, buses and heavy equipment.  Subject 
to tremendous loads, these springs cycle hundreds of 
thousands of times with virtually no maintenance and 
proven reliability.

Internal Stabilizer… at the center of the jack 
is the internal stabilizer system made from 
ASTM-513 steel dom tubing.  Fully machined to 
strict tolerances this system provides lateral and 
vertical stability.  Calculated clearances between 
the members allow for flexibility during the lifting 
arc.

Pressure Relief Valve… designed to prevent 
over-inflation, the pressure relief valve Zendex has 
selected is a top quality certified valve which is 
factory tested and set to release air if pressure
exceeds setting.

Air 
Control 
Valve… 
precision machining, 
brass components, Teflon 
seals and a positive air lock 
design insure many years of 
trouble free use and the 
ultimate feather control.

Testing… every RakJak we make goes 
through a comprehensive testing procedure 
prior to shipping.  Included are air leak tests, 
pressure relief function, mechanical action, 
finish and lubrication. 

Convenient Handles… the handles 
are located both front and rear for 
maximum flexibility during use as well 
as transport. 

Finish… powder coating, zinc and 
chrome plating along with the use of 
aluminum and brass are all part of 
Zendex Tool’s design to provide the  
  best quality, longest lasting and  
  finest looking products we can.

Jack Pad… adjustable top 
swivels 360 degrees for easy   
     grab of vehicle jack points.

RakJak is a registered trademark of the ZENDEX TOOL CORP. These products are covered by one or more of the following US patents 4854803, 4628644, foreign patents and  patents pending.   © Copyright 2006


